In this work, we have made some modifications to the definition of the incidence matrices of a directed graph, to make the incidence matrices more suitable for X -Labeled graphs. The new incidence matrices are called the incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs, and we have used the new definition to give a computer program for Nickolas` Algorithm .
Introduction
n Abdu (1999), Nickolas described an algorithm to change two core graphs of one type of branch points to core graphs with two or more types of branch points. Since incidence matrices of directed graphs do not deal with labeled graphs, from this point we worked to make the incidence matrices to be more suitable for XLabeled graphs. This work is divided into three sections. In section 1, we give basic concepts about free groups and graphs. In section 2, we give the definition of the incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs, and some definitions and results on incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs. In section 3, we apply the concept of incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs to give a computer program for Nickolas` Algorithm.
Basic concepts:
Let F be a group and X be a subset of F . Then we say that F is a free group on X , if for any group G and any mapping 
, and the number of edges in the spanning tree of 
are the core graphs of the finitely generated subgroups , H k and 
Incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs
In this section we will give the definition of incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs and some definitions and results related to it. As we know there are two types of matrices to describe graphs, which are called adjacency (or vertex incidence) matrices and incidence matrices. Recall that the incidence matrices of directed graphs Γ are without loops and with n vertices and m edges ( i.e. it is
and the incidence matrices of directed graphs do not deal with the labels of edges, so we will put more conditions on the incidence matrices of directed graphs as below. and the X -Labeled graph Γ has loops with labeling a or b , then choose a mid point on all edges labeled a or b to make all of them two edges labeled aa or bb respectively. Therefore in the rest of this work we will assume that all X -Labeled graphs Γ are without loops. 
An application of incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs
In this section we will represent the core graphs ) (H * Γ of finitely generated subgroups H of a free group F generated by } , { b a X = in the form of incidence matrices of core graphs )) ( ( H M X * Γ and then we will describe Nickolas` Algorithm (Nickolas, 1985) in the form of incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs, but before that we give some results and definitions that will be used in the rest of the paper.
Since the core graphs ) (H * Γ of finitely generated subgroups H of a free group F generated by } , { b a X = are X -Labeled graphs, they may be represented by incidence matrices of X -Labeled graphs Γ which are denoted by
be an incidence matrix of a core graph ) (H * Γ of a finitely generated subgroup H of a free group F generated by } , { b a X = with n rows of degree two and three only and m columns , 
Proof: By the definition of the product of core graphs and definition 3.3 the result follows. 
